
Fast Fix Proposal (Sample)  

Fast Fix: Nerf NStrike Maverick Trigger Spring Repair  
Team tag: CPSU-STEPHENSON-F14S1G1 
Camera: Canon PowerShot A480 (10 megapixels) 
Group email addresses: jessica@calpoly.edu, cody@calpoly.edu  

Hello iFixit,  

For our Fast Fix project, we propose to document the repair of a broken trigger spring on the N-
Strike Maverick, a popular Nerf gun. When the trigger is pressed and then released, a properly 
working spring causes the trigger to return to the ready position—but when the spring becomes 
damaged or misaligned, the trigger remains depressed, leaving the gun inoperable.  

We will walk the reader through the process of disassembling the gun down to the trigger spring 
by removing the casing screws, detaching the cocking mechanism, opening the casing, removing 
the trigger retaining screw, removing the trigger, and then replacing the spring.  

All told, we expect the final guide to consist of roughly 8-10 steps. We will use a 10megapixel 
Canon PowerShot A480 to take high-quality photos for the procedure.  

We believe this guide is necessary because the trigger spring seems to be a common failure 
point, and it renders the Nerf gun useless. Our guide will empower people to fix this simple 
problem rather than getting frustrated and throwing the gun away unnecessarily.  

In our preliminary research, we found a few guides online for the NStrike Maverick, but they 
mostly involve troubleshooting various issues without disassembling the gun. There are several 
guides on iFixit for replacing other parts, but nothing related specifically to the trigger spring. We 
also found a YouTube video showing a general disassembly process. Our guide will surpass the 
existing guides with complete step-by-step instructions specific to the trigger spring. Overall, we 
believe it will be easier and more accessible for readers than the existing guides.  

Thank you for considering our proposal. We’re excited to get started! Please let us know if we can 
proceed, or if you would like any modifications to our project before we start.  

Sincerely,  

Jessica F. and Cody G. CPSU-STEPHENSON-F14S1G1 


